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Abstract. Distributed software is very tricky to implement correctly as
some errors only occur in peculiar situations. For such errors testing is
not effective. Mathematically proving correctness is hard and time con-
suming, and therefore, it is rarely done. Fortunately, there is a technique
in between, namely model checking, that, if applied with skill, is both
efficient and able to find rare errors.

In this tutorial we show how to create behavioural models of par-
allel software, how to specify requirements using modal formulas, and
how to verify these. For that we use the mCRL2 language and toolset
(www.mcrl2.org/). We discuss the design of an evolution of well-known
mutual exclusion protocols, and how model checking not only provides
insight in their behaviour and correctness, but also guides their design.

Keywords: Model checking · Parallel software · Distributed software ·
mCRL2 toolset · Counterexamples

1 Introduction

Whoever designed parallel or distributed software and protocols must have found
out how hard it is to get such software correct.1 Distributed software defies
testing, as some errors only occur very rarely, easily less than once in a million
of runs. Yet, if such errors occur the software can go awry, with effects that
range from confused internal administration, via crashing of the software, to
losing control over safety-critical hardware.

The theoretical solution is to prove the correctness, for instance using as-
sertional methods that have been under development since the advent of the
first electronic computers [1]. These days these methods are supported by proof
checkers such as Coq [3] and Isabelle [27], or integrated automatic provers for
algorithms such as Dafny [24]. These techniques are unprecedented in locating
software faults and are unbeatable if it comes to delivering correct software.

1 In this paper, for the sake of brevity, we generally refer to parallel or distributed
software just using the term distributed software. The techniques discussed in this
paper apply equally in both situations.

www.mcrl2.org/
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However, they have two important disadvantages. Proving the correctness of
software can be very hard, as the proof may require tricky combinatorial argu-
ments, and detailed bookkeeping. More importantly, it is very time consuming
to provide a proof, even for a core algorithm, or a small distributed protocol.
The net result of this is that proving correctness of actual software is hardly ever
used in practical software development.

Fortunately, there is a method in between, namely model checking of models
of the software. The idea is to use an abstract modelling language to model the
essence of the distributed algorithm or protocol. Potential modelling languages
with a powerful supporting model checking toolset are mCRL2 [18], LNT [14] and
FDR3 [15] as they support behaviour with parallelism as well as all commonly
used data types. Standard programming languages such as Java and C++ are
less suitable for this purpose, as they are too versatile, and do not allow for
concise mathematical formulation of protocols and algorithms. Domain Specific
Languages to define automata based controllers such as ASD [23] and Dezyne [4]
are suitable alternatives, with the advantage that they allow for code generation,
but these languages generally provide limited verification possibilities.

Only formulating models of distributed algorithms already substantially im-
proves the quality of a subsequent implementation. The reason is that models
are more concise than implementations, and models tend to be studied and
discussed more thoroughly than programs. Unfortunately, models still tend to
contain errors and therefore, more needs to be done to increase the quality.

Improving the quality of software models further can be done by providing
alternative independent views on the software and then comparing all views very
precisely [8]. The probability to make the same mistake in all views is the product
of the probabilities of making this mistake in each of the views. With a number
of views the error probability drops dramatically, and error probabilities of 10−10

are attainable. In engineering such an approach is common where reliability is
obtained due to redundancy. Even checking light-weight properties can already
make a substantial difference [28].

We only discuss one such alternative view, namely formulating compact prop-
erties on the model and proving them using model checking. Other views are
making alternative models, independently making an implementation, specify-
ing tests, and carrying out field tests. The more alternative views, the higher the
quality of the result, provided they are very precisely compared to each other.
Formulating correctness and proving this with a proof checker is also a valid
alternative view.

We use the modal mu-calculus with data as it is unsurpassed in expressivity
[18,7]. Fairness can be expressed using alternating fixed-points, and, by using
data, complex behaviour of the model can be tracked and analysed with modal
formulas. Alternative property languages, such as CTL/LTL can be translated
linearly to the modal mu-calculus with data [10].

Throughout this tutorial, we use mutual exclusion protocols for shared mem-
ory to illustrate the use of mCRL2. Such protocols are commonly studied using
model checking tools. Even performance evaluation of mutual exclusion protocols
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has been studied using interactive Markov chains in CADP [25]. Mutual exclu-
sion algorithms in the presence of time were verified using UPPAAL [9]. Note
that recently mutual exclusion protocols modelled in process algebra became the
topic of a more in-depth discussion. Some authors argue that mutual exclusion
cannot be accurately captured using process algebra without extending the lan-
guage due to fairness and justness problems [13]. Others argue that justness and
fairness can be obtained on a case-by-case basis using the mu-calculus [6].

In this tutorial we first describe mCRL2 and the modal mu-calculus very
compactly. Subsequently, we focus on the functional correctness of mutual ex-
clusion protocols for shared memory and traverse through the development of
such protocols, repeatedly identifying and repairing problems. We show how
counterexamples help in identifying and understanding problems [31]. The mod-
elling and analysis techniques described generalize to distributed algorithms in a
straightforward way, using processes to model communication channels instead
of shared variables. We thus hope that this tutorial will help in understanding
how mCRL2 can be used to develop correct distributed algorithms and effec-
tively obtain insight in their behaviour, which goes far beyond showing that
they terminate with the right response.

2 mCRL2 primer

In this section we give a concise description of mCRL2 and the modal mu-
calculus. More information is available in [18]. The language mCRL2 is based
on process algebra [26,2]. The modal mu-calculus is based on Hennessy-Milner
logic [22] and fixed point equations [7].

Process algebraic modelling centers around the notion of an action, typically
denoted as a, b, c. . ., representing some atomic activity of a modelled entity,
such as a program. Sending a message, writing a variable or printing some text
are typical examples. If actions must happen at exactly the same time we denote
them as multi-actions. By writing a|b it is indicated that actions a and b happen
at the same instant in time. Actions and multi-actions have the same properties,
and therefore we generally only speak about actions in the sequel.

Using the sequential composition operator (.) actions can be put in sequence
and the choice operator (+) expresses that the behaviour of either the left or the
right operand can be done. A typical example is a.b + c.d saying it is possible
to do either an a followed by a b or a c followed by a d.

Processes are specified by recursive equations. The equation proc P=a.P

indicates that the process P can infinitely often do an a action. Using init P it
is expressed that process P is the behaviour defined by the specification.

Actions and processes can carry data, and all common data types are avail-
able. The process equation

proc Adder(n:Nat)=sum m:Nat.add(m).Adder(n+m)

is an example. The sum indicates the choice over all natural numbers. This
process can perform one of the actions add(m) for every number m and continues
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with the behaviour Adder(n+m). Behaviour can be executed conditionally on
data using the if-then-else operator b->p<>q where b is a boolean expression
and p and q are processes.

Processes are put in parallel using the parallel operator (||). Two parallel
processes can communicate by synchronising their actions. This is denoted using
the communication operator comm({a_s|a_r->a},p||q), expressing that if ac-
tion a_s and a_r can happen simulaneously in processes p and q, these actions
can happen together as a. We use the convention to write _s for send, and _r ,
after an action if they will be used for a communication. If actions a_s and a_r

carry data they can only synchronise to a if the data in both actions are equal.
Then a will have this data as parameter as well. To enforce that actions a_s and
a_r must communicate, the allow operator is used. The process allow({a},p)
expresses that only action a is allowed to happen in process p and all other
actions are blocked.

The modal mu-calculus is an extension of propositional logic. Hence, we can
use connectives such as &&, || and ! representing and, or and not, respectively.
Writing <a>phi expresses that an action a can be done after which phi holds,
and [a]phi expresses that if an action a is done, then phi must hold afterwards.
Instead of an action a we can use true to represent any action, and !a to repre-
sent any action but a. We can use a Kleene star to indicate arbitrary sequences
of actions. So, <!a*>phi indicates that it is possible to do a sequence of actions
in which a does not occur such that afterwards phi holds. The formula [true

*]phi expresses that phi is valid after each sequence of actions. All actions can
carry data, and quantification over data using exists and forall is possible.

Using the minimal fixed point operator mu X.phi and the maximal fixed
point operator nu X.phi recursive properties can be specified. By nu X.<a>X

we express that an infinite sequence of actions a must be possible. The formula
mu X.[!a]X&&<true>true says that the action a must be done on every path
within a finite number of steps. Using nested fixed points fairness properties can
be expressed.

The fixed point variables can also use data. To express that the total value
offered to the adder will never exceed some maximum M the following formula
can be used:

nu X(n:Nat=0).forall m:Nat.[add(m)]X(n+m) &&

[!exists m:Nat.add(m)]X(n) &&

val(n<M)

Here the variable n, initially equal to 0, sums up all values of m occuring in
actions add(m). The box modality with the exists expresses that whenever an
action different from add is done, then checking proceeds with an unaltered
parameter n. The condition n<M guarantees that the sum n never exceeds M. The
keyword val is needed to let the parser distinguish between modal formulas and
data expressions.
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3 Mutual exclusion

In this tutorial we study the mutual exclusion problem as we expect most of our
readers to be familiar with it. This allows us to focus on how the mCRL2 toolset
helps us to model and understand solutions for such a problem. The techniques
we describe are equally applicable in other problem domains.

Dijkstra describes the mutual exclusion problem as follows [11]:

“[. . . ] consider N computers, each engaged in a process which, for our
aims, can be regarded as cyclic. In each of the cycles a so-called ‘critical
section’ occurs and the computers have to be programmed in such a way
that at any moment only one of these N cyclic processes is in its critical
section.”

The first solution to the mutual exclusion problem has been known since
1959. It was first described by Dijkstra [12], who attributed it do Dekker. In this
paper Dijkstra also shows two simpler solutions and discusses their incorrectness.
A first solution for N processes is due to Dijkstra [11] and only much later the
well-known solution by Peterson appeared [30].

From Section 3.1 onward we model Dijkstra’s algorithms in increasing com-
plexity. Subsequently, we investigate Peterson’s mutual exclusion algorithm.

Requirements. Before modelling solutions, we ask ourselves what the properties
are that a mutual exclusion protocol should have. In order to understand the
requirements it is necessary to understand that we model mutual exclusion using
three phases. First, a wish to enter the critical section is indicated, second access
is granted indicated by enter, after which the process indicates that it left the
critical section using leave.

Mutual exclusion. At any moment only one of the processes is in its critical
section.

Always eventually request. Every process can always eventually wish to en-
ter its critical section.

Eventual access. Whenever a process indicates a wish to enter its critical sec-
tion, it is guaranteed to eventually get access to its critical section. This
property is also referred to as starvation freedom.

Bounded overtaking. There is an absolute bound B such that, whenever a
process indicates it wants to enter its critical section, at most B processes
can enter their critical section, before this process enters its critical section.

It is natural to formulate mutual exclusion as a property. But mutual exclusion
is insufficient, as it can easily be guaranteed by never letting a process enter the
critical section. For a properly functioning mutual exclusion protocol the second
and third properties are equally important. The last one is interesting especially
in systems where execution of programs is not necessarily fair.

Memory model. We assume that the mutual exclusion protocols are implemented
on a platform with shared memory where variables are written and read atomi-
cally in some interleaved fashion by the parallel programs.
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3.1 A naive algorithm for mutual exclusion

For two processes a naive solution of the mutual exclusion problem is Algorithm 1
suggested by Dijkstra [12]. It uses two global Boolean variables flag [i] in which
process i indicates that it is in its critical section. The algorithm, for process
i now proceeds as follows. It first blocks until the flag of process 1−i becomes
false using busy waiting. Once flag [1−i] is false, the other process is not in its
critical section. It then sets its own flag to true and enters its critical section.
Once the work in the critical section is complete, it sets its flag to false.

Data: Global variables flag [0],flag [1] : B
Init: flag [0] := false; flag [1] := false
while flag [1−i] do /* Busy waiting */ end
flag [i] := true;
/* Critical section */
flag [i] := false;

Algorithm 1: A naive mutual exclusion algorithm for process i.

Below we go through a few steps to model this algorithm in mCRL2.

Shared variables. A shared variable can be modelled as process that carries the
current value of the variable as a parameter. It can perform a read action, in
which it sends the current value of its parameter. Also, it can perform a write
action for each possible value that can be stored in the variable. The array flag
is modelled by the following process.

proc Flag(i:Nat, b:Bool)=
sum b’:Bool. set_flag_r(i, b’).Flag(i, b’) +
get_flag_s(i, b).Flag(i, b);

The name of the process is Flag. The parameter i:Nat describes the index in
the array, and b:Bool gives the current value of the variable. Using sum b’:

Bool.set_flag_r(i,b’).Flag(i,b’) we model that the process can receive
any new value b’ from another process, and store it to parameter b. The action
get_flag_s(i, b).Flag(i, b) allows to send the current value to any process
that requests the value.

Modelling the busy waiting loop. The effect of the busy waiting loop is that the
process can only continue when the guard becomes false, i.e., when flag [1−i]
has value false. We could model the busy waiting loop explicitly by a recursive
process. However, in mCRL2, an action that participates in a communication
blocks until the actions it communicates with can also be performed. We can
model this loop by using get_flag_r(1-i, false), that is, reading false from
the flag of the other process. Since a subtraction results in an integer instead of
a natural number, we need to add an explicit type conversion here, and write
get_flag_r(Int2Nat(1-i), false). As i is either 0 or 1, this is guaranteed
to be natural number.
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Model. We now combine this into an mCRL2 model. First, we define the be-
haviour of process i.

proc Mutex(i:Nat) =
get_flag_r(Int2Nat(1-i), false).
set_flag_s(i, true).
enter(i).
leave(i).
set_flag_s(i, false).
Mutex();

Note that the process is the sequential composition of the busy waiting loop,
setting the flag of process i to true using set_flag_s(i, true), entering the
critical section using action enter(i), leaving it using leave(i), and setting the
flag to false again. At the end of the algorithm we write Mutex() to model that
the critical section can repeatedly be entered. Writing Mutex() without param-
eters is a shorthand that leaves the current value of the parameters unchanged.
Here it is thus equivalent to writing Mutex(i).

The system as a whole consists of two instances of Mutex and two shared
variables, synchronising on get_flag and set_flag.

init allow({enter, leave, get_flag, set_flag},
comm({get_flag_r | get_flag_s -> get_flag,

set_flag_r | set_flag_s -> set_flag},
Mutex(0) || Mutex(1) || Flag(0,false) || Flag(1,false)));

Here, the operator comm specifies that, get_flag_r and get_flag_s can syn-
chronise. The result is is named get_flag. It does the same for set_flag_r and
set_flag_s. Writing allow{enter, leave, get_flag, set_flag} specifies
that we are only interested in the result of the communication, essentially en-
forcing synchronisation. We also allow the actions enter and leave that are
local to the processes, and hence do not participate in any synchronisation.

Verification. Now that we have a model of this first mutual exclusion algorithm,
we focus on its correctness. How can we formalize the mutual exclusion property
using the mu-calculus? Observe that we explicitly modelled entering and leaving
the critical section. Process i is therefore in its critical section if it performed
an enter(i) action, but has not yet done the corresponding leave(i). Mutual
exclusion is then violated if we see two enter actions without an intermediate
leave. This is captured in the following mu-calculus formula.

[true*][exists i1:Nat.enter(i1)]
[!(exists i2:Nat.leave(i2))*][exists i3:Nat.enter(i3)]false

This formula expresses that invariantly ([true*]), after a process enters
its critical section ([exists i1:Nat.enter(i1)]), as long as no leave action
happened ([!(exists i2:Nat.leave(i2))*]), another process is not allowed
to enter its critical section ([exists i3:Nat.enter(i3)]false).

We entered the model and the property in mcrl2ide, which is mCRL2’s
IDE that supports most basic uses of the mCRL2 toolset. A screenshot is shown
in Figure 1. By clicking the ‘Verify’ button (green triangle) of the mutual ex-
clusion property, the tools will verify whether the property holds. In this case,
it finds that the property is violated, and the ‘Verify’ button changes into a red
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Fig. 1. Screenshot of mCRL2ide with naive mutual exclusion algorithm.

‘C’. By clicking the red ‘C’, the tool shows a counterexample. In this case, the
counterexample is the one shown in Figure 2.

get_flag(0,false)

get_flag(1,false)

set_flag(1,true)

enter(1)

set_flag(0,true)

enter(0)

Fig. 2. Counterexample of the mutual exclusion property for the naive algorithm.

This counterexample is a trace where two processes execute an enter action
without an intermediate leave. If we check the counterexample, it is immedi-
ately clear what is going on. Both processes check simultaneously that the other
process is not in its critical section, concluding they can proceed to their critical
section. Then, process 1 sets its flag and enters its critical section, immediately
followed by process 0.

3.2 Fixing the naive algorithm

The problem with the naive algorithm is that each process first checks if the
other process is in its critical section, and then sets its own flag. If this is done
simultaneously, the processes do not observe that the other process is entering
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the critical section at the same time. We could potentially resolve this issue by
first setting the flag, expressing the intent to enter the critical section, and then
only proceed into the critical section if the flag of the other process is false. The
improved algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. It also stems from [12].

Data: Global variables flag [0],flag [1] : B
flag [i] := true;
while flag [1−i] do /* Busy waiting */ end
/* Critical section */
flag [i] := false;

Algorithm 2: Improved naive mutual exclusion algorithm for process i.

Model. The change in the mCRL2 model is equally simple. We only exchange
the first two lines of the Mutex process, which now becomes the following.

proc Mutex(i:Nat) =
set_flag_s(i, true).
get_flag_r(Int2Nat(1-i), false).
enter(i).
leave(i).
set_flag_s(i, false).
Mutex();

Verification. Changing the order of the program fixed the algorithm as it now
satisfies the mutual exclusion property. So, we investigate the requirement that
every process can always eventually wish to enter its critical section.

If process i sets its flag to true this means that it expresses the wish to
enter its critical section. The property can then be expressed by saying that
invariantly, for all processes i there is a path to a state in which process i can
set its flag to true. This is expressed in the mu-calculus as follows.

[true*]forall i:Nat.val(i<=1) => <true*><set_flag(i, true)>true

Recall that [true*]phi is valid if phi holds in all reachable states. We ex-
press the property for all processes i using forall i:Nat with val(i<=1). The
remaining formula <true*><set_flag(i, true)>true expresses that there is
a path to a state in which set_flag(i, true) can happen.

When we verify this property, it turns out that it does not hold. The coun-
terexample is shown in Figure 3.

set_flag(1,true) set_flag(0,true)

Fig. 3. Counterexample showing that a process cannot always eventually wish to enter.

This counterexample shows that if both processes wish to enter the critical
section, they end up in a state in which at least one of the processes can never
request access to its critical section again. A closer inspection reveals that both
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processes are waiting for the other process’ flag to become false before being
able to proceed into a critical section. Hence, the processes are stuck in a typical
deadlock situation, and therefore neither process has a path to a state in which
it can request to enter the critical section again.

3.3 Dekker’s algorithm

To resolve the deadlock in the previous mutual exclusion algorithm, Dekker’s
solution is to give priority to one of the two processes whenever both processes
want to enter their critical section. We present it as Algorithm 3 [12].

Data: Global variables flag [0],flag [1] : B and turn : N
flag [i] := true;
while flag [1−i] do

if turn 6= i then
flag [i] := false;
while flag [1−i] do /* Busy waiting */ end
flag [i] := true;

end
end
turn := 1−i;
/* Critical section */
flag [i] := false;

Algorithm 3: Dekker’s algorithm for process i.

The idea behind the algorithm is as follows. First, compared to the previous
attempts, the meaning of global Boolean variables flag [i] changes, and now indi-
cates whether process i wishes to access its critical section. Second, a new shared
variable turn, which is 0 initially, indicates which process has priority when both
processes want to enter their critical section.2 The key idea now is that, while the
other process 1−i wishes to enter its critical section, process i checks whether
the other process has priority. If so, process i sets its flag to false, and then waits
until process 1−i leaves its critical section and sets its flag to false. Then process
i resets its flag to true and continues as before.

Model. To model this algorithm in mCRL2, we have to decide how to deal with
the outer loop and the if-clause. We first model the outer while-loop.

In more general terms, we want to model a program S1;while b do S2 end;S3

in mCRL2. The most straightforward way to model this is to have two separate
processes that are executed sequentially. The first process performs the behaviour
of S1 and hands execution over to the second process. The second process eval-
uates b. If b is true it executes the behaviour of S2 and then executes itself,
repeating the behaviour. Otherwise it executes the behaviour of S3.

2 In [12], variables LA and LB are used as flags, and a Boolean variable AP is used
in the place of turn.
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An if-then clause if b then S1 end; S2 can be modelled directly into the
if-then-else construct b->p<>q of mCRL2. In this case p is the translation of
S1;S2 and q is the translation of S2. Note that both for the loop and the if-then
clause, if the condition contains shared variables, their values must first be read.3

The outer loop of the algorithm is modelled as follows.

proc Dekker_outer_loop(i:Nat) =
sum flag_other:Bool.get_flag_r(other(i), flag_other).
flag_other -> (sum turn: Nat.get_turn_r(turn).

(turn != i) -> (set_flag_s(i, false).
get_turn_r(i).
set_flag_s(i, true).
Dekker_outer_loop(i)
)

<> Dekker_outer_loop(i)
)

<> (set_turn_s(other(i)).
enter(i).
leave(i).
set_flag_s(i, false).
Dekker(i);
);

Note that the shared variable flag of the other process is read, and its value
is stored in flag_other. If the guard of the outer loop is true (flag_other
->), the loop is entered. In the body of the loop the turn variable is read, and
it is decided whether the if-clause must be entered. In the body of the if the
flag for this process is set to false, allowing the other process to enter its critical
section. The process waits until the other process leaves its critical section. Note
that here we use the construct we previously introduced for the busy waiting
loop. Subsequently, the flag of this process is set to true, and the while loop is
repeated.

If the guard of the outer loop is false, we jump to the else part starting with
the lower <> symbol, from where the rest of the process is similar to our previous
algorithms.

For the complete model, we also need a process modelling the global variable
turn. This is done in a similar way as for the global array flag , where the variable
is set and read using actions set_turn and get_turn, which are the results of
synchronising set_turn_r and set_turn_s, and get_turn_s and get_turn_r.
The parallel composition must be extended with the process modelling turn, as
well as with an increased number of synchronising actions, and is given below.
Some aspects of this process expression are explained in the next part on verifi-
cation.

init allow({wish|set_flag, enter, leave,
get_flag, set_flag, get_turn, set_turn},

comm({get_flag_r | get_flag_s -> get_flag,
set_flag_r | set_flag_s -> set_flag,
get_turn_r | get_turn_s -> get_turn,
set_turn_r | set_turn_s -> set_turn},

Dekker(0) || Dekker(1) || Flag(0,false) || Flag(1,false) || Turn(0)));

3 Note that, alternatively, the multi-actions in mCRL2 could be used to combine
fetching the value and evaluating the condition, see, e.g., [5].
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Verification. As the algorithm keeps the same logic guarding the critical section
as before, mutual exclusion is still satisfied. This is easily verified using the modal
formula given earlier.

However, to verify that we can always eventually request access to the critical
section we need to be more careful. So far, we assumed that when a process sets
its flag, this corresponds to expressing the wish to enter the critical section.
However, as in Dekker’s algorithm there are multiple places where the flag is
set to true, we do not have this nice one-to-one correspondence. We therefore
amend the model with an action wish(i) that makes the wish explicit the first
time the process sets its flag. The main process therefore becomes the following.

proc Dekker(i:Nat) =
wish(i)|set_flag_s(i, true).
Dekker_outer_loop(i);

We here use a multi-action to model that wish and set_flag happen simul-
taneously. The set of allowed actions needs to be extended with wish|set_flag.
We also need to modify the property to check for a such a multi-action instead
of just the set_flag, hence the formula for always eventual request becomes
the following.

[true*]forall i:Nat.val(i<=1) => <true*><wish(i)|set_flag(i, true)>true

This formula holds for Dekker’s algorithm.
We now look at the property of eventual access. This says that, whenever a

process wishes to enter its critical section, it inevitably ends up in the critical
section. This can be formulated using the following mu-calculus formula.

[true*]forall i:Nat.val(i<=1)
=> [exists b:Bool.wish(i)|set_flag(i,b)]mu X.([!enter(i)]X && <true>true)

The formula says that invariantly, for every valid process i, when i wishes
to enter its critical section ([exists b:Bool.wish(i)|set_flag(i,b)]), an
enter(i) action inevitably happens within a finite number of steps (mu X.([!

enter(i)]X && <true>true)). The conjunction <true>true ensures that the
last part of the formula does not hold trivially in a deadlock state. Note that
we know that wish(i) always appears simultaneously with a set_flag(i,b)

because of the initialisation of the process. Using a bit more information of the
model, we could observe that we never have wish(i)|set_flag(i,false), so
we could simplify the corresponding modality to [wish(i)|set_flag(i,true)

]. Here we choose not to in order to keep the requirement as general as possible.
Verifying the property yields false, and we get the counterexample shown in
Figure 4.

wish(0)|set_flag(0,true)

get_flag(1,false)

set_turn(1)

wish(1)|set_flag(1,true)

get_flag(0,true)

get_turn(1)

Fig. 4. Counterexample of the eventual access property for Dekker’s algorithm.
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The counterexample is interesting. It describes the scenario where process 0
requests access to its critical section, by setting the flag. It then checks the guard
of the outer loop, which is false, and sets turn := 1 just before the critical section.
Next, process 1 indicates it wants to access the critical section. Since flag [0] is
true, process 1 enters the outer loop, and since turn = 1, it will not enter into
the if-statement, so it will keep cycling here until flag [0] becomes false. What
we see here is that, because process 1 is continuously cycling through the outer
loop, process 0 never gets a chance to actually enter into its critical section. This
is a typical fairness issue.

We could try to alter the formula in such a way that unfair paths such as
in the counterexample satisfy the property, and are thus, essentially, ignored. In
this case, we can do so by saying that each sequence not containing an enter(

i) action ends in an infinite sequence of get_flag and get_turn actions. This
results in the following formula.

[true*]forall i:Nat.val(i<=1) =>
[exists b:Bool . wish(i)|set_flag(i,b)]

nu X.mu Y.
([!enter(i) && !(exists i1:Nat.get_flag(i1, true) || get_turn(i1))]Y &&
[exists i1:Nat.get_flag(i1, true) || get_turn(i1)]X)

Unfortunately, if we verify this property, we find it also does not hold. We
get a different counterexample, which is shown in Figure 5.

wish(1)|set_flag(1,true)

wish(0)|set_flag(0,true)

get_flag(0,true)

get_turn(0)

set_flag(1,false)

get_flag(1,false)

set_turn(1)

enter(0)

leave(0)

set_flag(0,false)

wish(0)|set_flag(0,true)

Fig. 5. Counterexample of the eventual access property under fairness for Dekker’s
algorithm.

What we see is that after process 1 wishes to enter its critical section, pro-
cess 0 can come and enter the critical section infinitely many times, preventing
process 1 from entering the critical section. A closer inspection reveals that this
is because, to allow process 0 to enter, process 1 sets its flag to false, and then
waits until process 0’s flag becomes false. However, again, since we do not have
any fairness guarantees, after setting its flag to false, process 0 can immediately
request access to its critical section again, before process 1 observes that the flag
became false.
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We could, of course, try to change the property once more to exclude also this
unfair execution, or investigate whether the counterexample is a ‘just’ execution,
and thus indicates a real issues with Dekker’s algorithm. However, instead we
we change our focus to Peterson’s mutual exclusion protocol, as it is simpler,
and therefore easier to analyse.

3.4 Peterson’s mutual exclusion algorithm

Some of the issues in Dekker’s algorithm, particularly regarding eventual ac-
cess, are alleviated by Peterson’s mutual exclusion protocol [30]. We previously
presented a model of this algorithm in [16]. We describe this in Algorithm 4.

Data: Global variables flag [0],flag [1] : B and turn : N
flag [i] := true;
turn := 1−i;
while flag[1−i] ∧ turn = 1−i do /* Busy waiting */ end
/* Critical section */
flag [i] := false;

Algorithm 4: Peterson’s algorithm for process i.

In Algorithm 4, the turn variable is used differently from Dekker’s algorithm.
When a process requests access to the critical section by setting its flag, it will
behave politely, and let the other process go first. It waits until either the other
process does not ask for access to the critical section, i.e. flag [1−i] is false, or
the other process arrived later, in which case turn = i.

Model. Peterson’s algorithm can be modelled in mCRL2 using the same princi-
ples we have used before. The structure of the initialization is completely anal-
ogous to that of the previous models. A single process executing Peterson’s
algorithm can be modelled as follows.

proc Process(i:Nat) =
wish(i)|set_flag_s(i, true).
set_turn_s(other(i)).
(get_flag_r(other(i), false) + get_turn_r(i)).
enter(i).
leave(i).
set_flag_s(i, false).
Process(i);

Note that we use the fact that the negation of the guard of the loop is
¬flag [1−i]∨ turn=i, hence we can still use communicating actions to block until
the guard becomes false.

Verification. This model satisfies all properties we investigated so far, including
eventual access. This confirms the intuition we presented when introducing the
algorithm. Let us now switch our attention to bounded overtaking, which we
have not investigated yet.

Bounded overtaking says that if one process indicates its wish to enter, other
processes can enter the critical section at most B times before this process is
allowed to enter. It can be expressed as follows.
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[true*] forall i:Nat.[exists b:Bool.wish(i)|set_flag(i,b)]
(nu Y(n:Nat = 0).val(n<=B) &&

[!(exists i1:Nat.enter(i1))]Y(n) &&
[enter(other(i))]Y(n+1) )

In this formula, for all processes i, whenever process i wishes to enter its
critical section, we start to count the number of times the other process enters
its critical section using the parameter n. All actions other than enter maintain
the current value. Meanwhile, the property asserts that n<=B, i.e., the bound is
satisfied.

Intuitively, we may expect that whenever a process wishes to enter its critical
section, the other process may enter once first. However, if we check bounded
overtaking with B=1, we get the counterexample shown in Figure 6.

wish(1)|set_flag(1,true)

set_turn(0)

get_flag(0, false)

wish(0)|set_flag(0,true)

enter(1)

leave(1)

set_flag(1, false)

wish(1)|set_flag(1,true)

set_turn(0)

set_turn(1)

get_turn(1)

enter(1)

Fig. 6. Counterexample: Peterson does not satisfy bounded overtaking for B=1.

Let us take a close look at the counterexample. First, process 1 wishes to
enter its critical section; it sets its flag, sets the turn to 0 and then checks the
flag of process 0, which is currently false. At this point, process 1 is allowed to
enter its critical section. However, before process 1 enters, process 0 also wishes
to enter its critical section, and sets its flag. Subsequently, process 1 actually
enters the critical section, sets the turn to process 0, and only then process 0
sets the turn to 1, ultimately allowing process 1 to enter a second time. Hence,
because process 0 is stalled after setting its flag, but before setting the turn to
process 1, process 1 can overtake process 0 and enter a second time.

This leads to the question of whether overtaking for higher values of B is
also possible. By reverifying the formula for B = 2, we find that the formula is
valid. Bounded overtaking for Peterson’s mutual exclusion protocol is limited to
at most 1 times.

In [16] we investigated a version of Peterson’s algorithm where, initially, one
of the flags is set to true instead of false. This alternative initialisation was, at
some point, described on Wikipedia [29]. It turns out that, also for that version,
all four properties discussed above hold. However, as process 0 will set the turn
to 1 when it it wants to enter the critical section, it will need the cooperation of
process 1 to be allowed to enter for the first time.

This raises the question whether our properties are sufficient to cover the de-
sired properties of mutual exclusion protocols. In particular one might want to
verify the property that a process can always eventually request entry, without
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the other process having to perform any action. This is done by the follow-
ing formula, which distinguishes Peterson’s algorithm with and without correct
initialisation.

[true*]forall i:Nat.val(i<=1) =>
<!(wish(other(i))|set_flag(other(i), true)||

set_turn(i)||
get_flag(i, false)||
get_turn(other(i))||
enter(other(i))||
leave(other(i))||
set_flag(other(i),false))*><wish(i)|set_flag(i, true)>true

4 Epilogue

We went through several versions of mutual exclusion algorithms and showed
that their correctness can be formulated and investigated using modal formulas.
Although it requires skill and experience to write down process algebraic spec-
ifications, and in particular modal formulas with data, they provide a powerful
pair of tools to investigate and design protocols and distributed algorithms. We
used it to study and design many systems varying from games [20,19] to core
protocols for embedded systems [21].

When the systems that are modelled become more complex, the state space
grows, and verification of modal formulas becomes more time consuming, up
to a point where the state space cannot be handled by contemporary tools. It
turns out that the style of modelling has a substantial influence on how complex
systems can become. In [17] 7 different specification guidelines are presented to
keep the state space small.
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